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Abstract
The studies of strange particle production provide information about the dynamics of the system which was created in Pb-Pb or pp collisions at LHC energies. Reconstruction of strange particles based on
their decay topology allow us to extract yields over a large transverse momentum range (from ~ 0.6 GeV/c up to ~ 8 GeV/c). The ALICE experiment provides high statistics data from proton-proton and
Pb-Pb collisions for this study. The analysis is focusing on strange particles K0s and
created in Pb-Pb collisions at √sNN= 2.76 TeV. The main principles of geometrical reconstruction and signal
extraction are presented. The efficiency is obtained from Monte - Carlo simulations and used to correct the raw yields. Finally, our latest results related to and K0s analysis are presented.

Reconstruction and signal extraction
V0 particles (K0s and ) are reconstructed using their decay topology (Fig. 2). Several topological cuts were used for V0s reconstruction: cosine of pointing angle (Fig. 3) , DCA – distance of closest approach
between daughter tracks (Fig. 4), IP – impact parameter for negative and positive daughter track (Fig. 5 and 6).
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Figure 1: ALICE is a general-purpose, heavy-ion detector at
the CERN LHC designed to address the physics of the quarkgluon plasma in nucleus-nucleus collisions [1]. For V0s
reconstruction the information about daughters tracks is
needed. This information is provided by Time Projection
Chamber (TPC) and Inner Tracking System (ITS). TPC is
main tracking device in ALICE detector system and is
designed to detect thousands of charged particles created in
central Pb-Pb collisions. ITS is (in cooperation with TPC)
capable measure low pt charged particles and is necessary for
finding interaction vertex.
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Figure 2: Basic topology of V0 decay is shown.
All charged tracks are reconstructed and
extrapolated to primary vertex. IP – impact
parameter for positive and negative daughter
track is distance of closest approach of track to
primary vertex, DCA – distance of closest
approach between daughter tracks, R – distance
between primary vertex and decay vertex of V0
particle, P - momentum of V0 particle is sum of
momentum of daughter tracks at V0 decay
vertex, Cosine of pointing angle – angle
between P and R.
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Figure 4: Distribution of DCA.

Figure 3: Distribution of cosine of
pointing angle.

Figure 5: Distribution of impact
parameter for negative daughter.
Figure 6:
Distribution
of impact
parameter
for positive
daughter.

Mass for each V0 candidate (K0s and ) is calculated using measured momentum of daughter tracks and known mass of daughters according to mass
hypothesis. Subsequently the transverse momentum (pt) vs. inv. mass histogram was filled for all V0s candidates. The signal was looked for in several pt
intervals (0.9 - 2.0 GeV/c with step of 0.1 GeV/c, 2.0 - 4.0 GeV/c with step of 0.2 GeV/c, 4.0 - 4.5 GeV/c, 4.5 - 5.0 GeV/c, 5.0 - 5.5 GeV/c, 5.5 - 6.5 GeV/c).
For each pt interval, the invariant mass distribution was obtained (invariant mass histograms in two different pt bins shown in Fig. 7) in different centrality
bins: 0-5%, 20-40%, 40-60%, 60-80%, 80-90% [2].

Figure 7: Example of invariant mass distribution in different
centrality intervals for K0s (left) and (right).

Figure 8: Example of signal extraction for K0s (left) in pt interval (1.2 - 1.3 GeV/c) and for
pt interval (1.1 - 1.2 GeV/c).
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Each projection was fitted by combination
of Gauss function and polynomial function
of first or second order. This fit was used
only for approximation of peak position
and width. Parameters of the fit were used
to determine signal area (3.5 sigma around
mean value) and background area on each
side of peak (4 sigma from mean value).
Background area was fitted by 1st or 2nd
order polynomial function. Integral of the
function was subtracted from histogram
content under peak (Fig.8). Signal to
background ratio strongly depend on
centrality and pt interval. Values are
between 0.5 and 10.

Efficiency and feed down correction
For correction of real data the efficiency obtained from Monte Carlo was used. The Monte Carlo generator used in this study is HIJING [3] with injected V0s signals. Generated particles were transported
through simulated detector. After reconstruction, the MC information was used to find K0s and particles which were generated like primary particles ( 's from decay are included). These particles are
called associated particles. Ratio of particles (associated vs. generated) produced in each pt interval was fitted by 5th order polynomial function (Fig. 9, 10). This function was used for correction of raw
yields. Feed down correction factor from decays was applied to
raw yields (Fig. 11). After corrections, the /K0s ratio was obtained in each centrality interval.

Figure 10: Example of efficiency for 80 - 90 % centrality for K0s (left) and

Figure 9: Efficiency in each centrality interval fitted
by 5th polynomial function for K0s and .
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(right).

Figure 11: Example of feed down correction
for 0-5 % and 80-90 % centrality.
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